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WHITES
the White is the color that is seen 

dominating many collections
at Resort 2013. With the 
minimal use of color, designers 
focused on creating strong yet 
simple looks. The White trend 
is often combined with shades 
of beige or black to create casual 
but sophisticated looks. 
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STYLE
SCRUTINY

under
Blake Lively

DAY LOOK

NIGHT LOOK

Six years into her breakout role on Gossip girl, 
the young actress has become a force of fashion.
She decided to be her own stylist and the risk was 
worthy, since she’s often been named Best Dressed 
Star. Blake is always confident and sexy as can be 
on the red carpet, wearing the most revealing and 
glamourous gowns. She is often seen with Karl 
Lagerfeld as one of his muses. For day time, she isn’t 
afraid of showing her long legs, in a playful boho-girlie 
way. Blake’s fashion style is a smashing success and 
that’s not just a gossip...



CRUISE
LIFE is a 

Cruise Collections have always been about filling the space between 
fall and spring with summery pieces, plenty of print and color. If you 
are searching for some sunshine in your winter wardrobe, this is the 
place to look. We’ve chosen for you some of the sunniest trends from 
the collections. Smart girls love Cruise because they have the chance 
to be the first to dazzle in next season’s trends! 



BLACK
andWHITE

After darker winter hues, 
white has always been the 
first color to give some 
fresh breath to our looks. 
Pair it with black and you’ll 
get a polished note and a 
dose of minimalistic, 
monochromatic glint.



FLORALS
It’s no surprise that the 
Cruise Collections show a
big number of different floral
prints. This year the florals
go from tropical - Hawaii
inspired to carnations and 
hothouse blooms.

STYLE TIP:
Team your floral 
dress with a black 
blazer, so to ground 
the bright prints.



BRIGHT
COLORS

The new season is defined by a vibrant color palette,
  which we are never getting tired of, year by year...



 Basics
by de Jouer

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
Leonardo da Vinci



WILD
THING

Indulge your wild side this season as animal prints prowl
                    back into the style spotlight



Beautiful Skin
TREATS

It’s the beginning of a New Year, which gives
you the opportunity for a skincare fresh start.
After all the parties and celebrations, this is
the perfect time to begin with a new beuty 
regime. Here are some tips on how to make 
your skin indulge in a complete beauty care:

1. Use Face masks. They are soaked in reach  
creams and serums, and because of that 
give your skin an immediate hidration boost. 

2. Start using an eye cream separately from
the day cream, since the eye area is very 
sensitive.

3. Be kind to your skin when cleaning it. Use
gentle cleaners that are not drying the skin.

4. Use serums with hyaluronic acid, which is
improving the skin’s ability to repair itself and
hold water. 

5. Find the right day cream. Depends on your 
preferences, it can be a light moisturising fluid
or a nurturing cream. Don’t ever forget, it has to 
be with SPF! 

6. Choose the right supplements for you. Flax seed 
oil capsules are very good for skin problems. 
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